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BRIEF
With the Z-N426 the Swiss multimedia specialist ZENEC has now launched 
a high performance infotainer on the market. The Z-N426 offers modern 
entertainment functions, including DAB+ digital radio, excellent sound 
quality, and the greatest possible ease of use. Thanks to SmartLink 
Direct the Z-N426 enables comfortable integration and use of Android 
and iOS based smartphones. But also for car drivers who want a versatile 
sat nav, the new ZENEC is a clever solution: with the microSDHC card 
Z-N426-SDFEU available separately the Z-N426 can be expanded into a 
navigation system with a full range of features.

LONG
Communicate on the move, listen to radio, enjoy music – with the 
Z-N426 the Swiss multimedia specialist ZENEC now has another high 
performance infotainer in its product range. The Z-N426 offers modern 
entertainment functions, mature DAB+ receiver technology, excellent 
sound quality, and the greatest possible ease of use. But that‘s not all: 
thanks to SmartLink Direct the Z-N426 enables comfortable integration 
and use of Android and iOS based smartphones. 
But also for those looking for a versatile sat nav, the ZENEC is a clever 
solution: with the microSDHC card Z-N426-SDFEU available separately 
the Z-N426 can be expanded into a sat nav with a full range of features.

INNOVATIVE SMARTPHONE USE
Whereas Apple CarPlay and Google Android Auto only support certain 
selected apps from Apple and Google, the Z-N426 goes a step further: 
thanks to Smartlink Direct every installed app can be presented on the 
display of the infotainer and used. Simply dock the cellphone, and the 
smartphone screen will be mirrored on the user interface of the Z-N426. 
In the case of Android based smartphones SmartLink Direct even ena-
bles direct control of the apps from the touchscreen of the Z-N426 – 
naturally also sat nav apps. 

FIRST CLASS SAT NAV – EASY RETROFITS
If using smartphone sat nav apps is not enough, you can retrofi t the 
Z-N426 to a high end naviceiver with the microSDHC card Z-N426-SD-

FEU available separately. With detailed maps for 47 European countries, 
more than 6 million points of interest, 3D Auto-Zoom for junctions and 
roundabouts, free map updates for one year and TMC function, getting 
the latest navigation technology in your car is thus straightforward and 
at a reasonable price.  
The combination of Z-N426 and sat nav software package makes a per-
fectly matched functional unit with a number of advantages: for example, 
the playback of music during active route guidance, or the continuation 
of route guidance after short stops (refueling).

ENTERTAINMENT TO SATISFY THE HIGHEST DEMANDS
The Z-N426 is a top modern entertainer that impresses with its wide 
range of functions. Radio reception of outstanding sound quality – that 
is what the integrated DAB+ twin tuner is good for. It ensures noise-free, 
crystal clear listening enjoyment of the digital format, and scores with a 
dynamic station list, MOT Slideshow and DLS text. A high-sensitivity FM 
RDS tuner ensures outstanding analog radio reception – for example in 
areas where there is still no DAB broadcasting network.  
The Z-N426 has two USB ports: these are not just for docking smart-
phones but also for playing a wide range of A/V formats from a USB 
medium. 
The comprehensive Bluetooth unit ensures a hands-free system so 
there is no stress, simple management of contact favorites, and com-
fortable A2DP music streaming.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN FOR INTUITIVE OPERATION
The design of the Z-N426 has undergone all-round optimization to en-
sure one thing: driving safety. The screen size benefi ts from the most 
important functional elements being reduced to an ergonomic button 
bar that is used to control the Z-N426 during the journeyas required. A 
large capacitive 6.8“/17.3 cm TFT display with a high-gloss glass front 
ensures clarity and excellent contrast. Thanks to the intuitive user 
interface it can be safely used at any time. 

Perfect Partner for Smartphones: the ZENEC Infotainer Z-N426    
The new 2-DIN DAB+ moniceiver offers a varied entertainment program and enables the comprehensive use of cellphone 
functions in the car.
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